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MONARCH LOUNGE & URBAN BISTRO SASHAYS HISTORY BACK
TO HOUSTON’S HOTEL ZAZA
HOUSTON (June 14, 2010)- Decadence brunch is back! In fashion with the
historical Warwick Hotel inspired brunch, Hotel ZaZa rolls out a new brunch
menu beginning immediately.
Executive Chef, Aaron Neeley, combines classic favorites with an innovative
twist at Monarch Urban Bistro & Lounge. Wrap your senses around new flavors
to old standby’s such as the Lobster Benedict with Truffle Hollandaise ,and the
Malted Almond Waffle with chocolate butter and candied almonds. Hotel ZaZa
trademark menu jewels like the Ginger Beef Tenderloin served atop sesame
mashed potatoes, topped with a wasabi slather and shitake demi glaze will keep
the steak and potatoes member of your brunch bunch happy and fulfilled.
For a lighter shared starter, Chef Neeley created smoked salmon, crème fraiche
and caviar stuffed potato crepes. Viva la Crepe!
Quench your thirst on our famous terrace overlooking the Museum of Fine Arts
Houston lawn with bottomless Mimosas, Bellini’s and Bloody Mary’s.
Brunch at the Monarch Lounge & Urban bistro begins at 11 a.m., extends until 2
p.m. on Sundays. Book your reservation now at (713) 527-1800.
ABOUT HOTEL ZAZA

Located in the heart of the vibrant Museum District and minutes from the world
renowned Texas Medical Center, Hotel ZaZa Houston boasts 17,000 square
feet of function space and is the perfect backdrop for any business meeting - not
to mention home to some of Houstonʼs most memorable weddings and galas.

Monarch Urban Bistro & Lounge, the Urban Oasis, and the tranquil ZaSpa
combine to create the hotelʼs breadth of impressive amenities. With more than
300 rooms, including Pool Villas, Concept Suites and The Magnificent Seven
Suites, ZaZa exceeds all expectations. Reservations may be made at
hotelzazahouston.com
or
by
calling
888.880.3244.
Hotel ZaZa, a member of the Preferred Hotel Group™, was created by Charles
S. Givens and Jeff Records and is owned by Givens-Records Developments.
Operations management and marketing are provided by Z Resorts, LLC, led by Z
Resorts
President
Benji
Homsey.
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